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THE LENGTH AND DEPTH OF ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS
DAMIAN SERCOMBE AND ANER SHALEV
Abstract. Recently there has been considerable interest in studying the length and
the depth of finite groups, algebraic groups and Lie groups. In this paper we introduce
and study similar notions for algebras. Let k be a field and let A be an associative, not
necessarily unital, algebra over k. An unrefinable chain of A is a chain of subalgebras
A = A0 > A1 > ... > At = 0 for some integer t where each Ai is a maximal subalgebra
of Ai−1. The maximal (respectively, minimal) length of such an unrefinable chain is
called the length (respectively, depth) of A. It turns out that finite length, finite depth
and finite dimension are equivalent properties for A. For A finite dimensional, we give
a formula for the length of A, we bound the depth of A, and we study when the length
of A equals its dimension and its depth respectively. Finally, we investigate under what
circumstances the dimension of A is bounded above by a function of its length, or its
depth, or its length minus its depth.
1. Introduction
Let k be a field and let A be an associative, not necessarily unital, algebra over k. An
unrefinable chain of length t of A is a chain of subalgebras A = A0 > A1 > ... > At = 0
where each Ai is a maximal k-subalgebra of Ai−1.
The length l(A) of A is the maximal length of an unrefinable chain. If there is no such a
chain, or no unrefinable chain of maximal length, we set l(A) =∞.
The depth λ(A) of A is the minimal length of an unrefinable chain. If there is no unrefinable
chain we set λ(A) =∞. We clearly have λ(A) ≤ l(A) ≤ dimA.
These invariants were first introduced for finite groups in the 1960s (see [5] and the refer-
ences therein for a comprehensive summary). More recently, length and depth have been
introduced and studied for algebraic groups over algebraically closed fields in [4] and over
R in [6, 16]; see also [3] which focuses on the depth of finite simple groups.
Our first result is as follows.
Theorem 1.1. The following are equivalent for an associative algebra A.
(i) λ(A) <∞.
(ii) l(A) <∞.
(iii) dimA <∞.
Henceforth we assume throughout this paper that all our algebras are finite dimensional.
We continue to assume that our algebras are associative. Unless otherwise stated, all
algebras, algebra homomorphisms and vector spaces are assumed to be over k.
Define the chain difference cd(A) of an algebra A by
cd(A) = l(A)− λ(A).
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In Theorem 1.2 we obtain a formula for the length of any algebra. In Theorems 1.6 and 1.8
we bound above and below the depth of a simple algebra. In Theorem 1.9 we study when
the length of an algebra equals its dimension and its depth respectively. The question
of bounding the dimension of an algebra in terms of its length, its depth or its chain
difference is discussed in Theorems 1.11 and 1.12.
Let D be a division algebra and n a positive integer. Let Mn(D) denote the algebra of
n × n matrices with coefficients in D. Let Tn(D) (resp. Un(D)) denote the subalgebra
of upper (resp. strictly upper) triangular matrices of Mn(D). If k is algebraically closed
then the only division algebra over k is k itself. Let E be a division subalgebra of D. We
say that D is Galois over E if E is the set of fixed elements of a group of automorphisms
acting on D. Let Gal(D/E) denote the group of automorphisms of D that fix E pointwise.
See [19] for a Galois theory of division algebras.
Let A be an algebra. The Jacobson radical J(A) of A is a nilpotent ideal of A. If J(A)
is trivial then A is semisimple. The quotient A/J(A) is a semisimple algebra. We denote
the dimension of A as a k-algebra by either dimA or [A : k].
By the well-known Wedderburn’s Theorem (see for instance Theorems III.8 and III.9 of
[1] or Theorem 2.1.8 of [14]), there is an algebra isomorphism A/J(A) ∼=
∏m
i=1Mni(Di)
for some integers m, n1, ..., nm and division algebras D1,..., Dm that is unique up to
permutation of the factors. If ni = 1 for each i then A is basic. If Di ∼= k for each i then
A is split. So if A/J(A) is isomorphic to a direct product of copies of k then A is basic
split. We consider (non-unital) nilpotent algebras to be basic split.
If A/J(A) is a separable algebra (this always holds if k is a perfect field) then there exists
a semisimple subalgebra S of A such that A = S ⊕ J(A) as vector spaces. This result is
called Wedderburn’s Principal Theorem (Theorem III.23 of [1] or Theorem 2.5.37 of [14]).
Now assume that A is semisimple, where A =
∏m
i=1Mni(Di). The rank of A is r :=∑m
i=1(ni − 1). A Borel subalgebra of A is any conjugate of
∏m
i=1 Tni(Di). A parabolic
subalgebra ofA is any subalgebra that contains a Borel subalgebra. These are the analogues
of Borel subgroups and parabolic subgroups of an algebraic group. Let B be a Borel
subalgebra of A. The parabolic length of A is defined by l(B) + r.
Theorem 1.2. Let A be an algebra, where A/J(A) =
∏m
i=1Mni(Di). Then
l(A) = dimJ(A) +
m∑
i=1
ni − 1 + ni(ni − 1)[Di : k]/2 + nil(Di) .
Some consequences of this theorem are listed below. The first one is immediate.
Corollary 1.3. l
(
Mn(k)
)
= n(n+ 1)/2 + n− 1.
Note that the first summand on the RHS is dimTn(k) and the second is r, the rank of
Mn(k).
The next corollary is an analogue of Theorem 1 of [4], which gives a formula for the length
of an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field.
Corollary 1.4. Let A be an algebra and let B be a Borel subalgebra of A/J(A). Then
l(A) = dimJ(A)+l(B)+r, where r is the rank of A/J(A). If A is split then l(B) = dimB.
If A is a semisimple algebra then, by Corollary 1.4, the length of A is equal to its parabolic
length. That is, there is an unrefinable chain of A of maximal length which passes through
a Borel subalgebra.
Combining Theorem 1.2 with Galois theory of division algebras we deduce the following.
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Corollary 1.5. Let A be a simple algebra, where A = Mn(D) for some division algebra
D that is Galois over k. Then l(A) ≥ (dimA)/2 if and only if [D : k] ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8} or
[D : k] = 5 and n > 1.
In particular, the inequality l(A) ≥ (dimA)/2 holds if k is algebraically closed.
Next, we discuss the depth and the chain difference of algebras.
Let k denote the algebraic closure of k. If [k : k] is finite then either k = k or k has
characteristic 0, [k : k] = 2 and k = k(i) with i2 = −1; this is a result of Artin communi-
cated to us by E. de Shalit, see Corollary VIII.9.2 of [11]. Examples of fields k that satisfy
[k : k] = 2 are the real numbers and the real algebraic numbers.
Theorem 1.6. Let A = Mn(D) where D is a division algebra. Then λ(A) ≤ 6 log2 n +
λ(D). If k is algebraically closed then λ(A) ≥ 3 log2 n + 1. If [k : k] = 2 then λ(A) ≥
log2(dimA) + 1.
It is well known (see §2) that any division algebra D contains a maximal subfield with
degree
√
[D : Z(D)] over Z(D). So, in the notation of Theorem 1.6, if [k : k] = 2 then√
[D : k] ≤ 2 and hence 2 log2 n ≤ log2(dimA) ≤ 2 log2 n+ 2.
Combining the above result with Theorem 1.2 we obtain the following.
Corollary 1.7. Let A =Mn(D). Then n ≤
√
2 cd(A) + 18.
For any positive integer n, let Ω(n) be the number of prime divisors of n (counting mul-
tiplicities). The following result gives an upper bound for the depth of a simple algebra
over a field k such that, for every r ∈ N, there exists a field extension of k of degree r. For
example, all finite fields, p-adic fields and algebraic number fields satisfy this property.
Theorem 1.8. Let k be a field such that, for every r ∈ N, there exists a field extension
of k of degree r. Let A be a simple algebra, where A = Mn(D). Then λ(A) ≤ λ(D) +
min{2Ω(n), 15}. In particular, λ
(
Mn(k)
)
≤ 16.
The proof of this result applies Helfgott’s solution to the ternary Goldbach conjecture [8]
(which was applied for groups in [5]).
Let A be an algebra. We say that A satisfies condition (∗) if A/J(A) ∼=M2(k)
δ ×
∏m
i=1Di
for non-negative integers δ,m and division algebras Di such that
• cd(Di) = 0 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
• either δ = 1 and there does not exist a quadratic field extension of k or δ = 0, and
• any division subalgebra of A/J(A) either embeds in Di for precisely one i or is
isomorphic to k.
If A is basic split (e.g. A = Tn(k)) then certainly A satisfies condition (∗).
Next, we study when the length of an algebra equals its dimension, and when its chain
difference is zero.
Theorem 1.9. Let A be an algebra. Then
(i) l(A) = dimA if and only if A/J(A) is a direct product of copies of k, M2(k) and
quadratic field extensions of k.
(ii) If cd(A) = 0 then A satisfies condition (∗). Conversely, if A is basic split or if A
is semisimple and satisfies condition (∗) then cd(A) = 0.
If k is algebraically closed then it follows from Theorem 1.9 that λ(A) = dimA if and only if
λ(A) = l(A). However, this is not true for all fields. For example, the quaternions H is a 4-
dimensional R-algebra with λ(H) = l(H) = 3. If A is basic split then λ(A) = l(A) = dimA.
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The notions of chain difference was similarly defined for finite groups G. It was shown by
Iwasawa [9] in 1941 that cd(G) = 0 (namely, all unrefinable chains in G have the same
length) if and only if G is supersolvable. Combining this with the fundamental theorem
of Galois theory of division algebras [19] (see Lemma 12 below), we immediately obtain
the following.
Corollary 1.10. Let D be a division algebra which is Galois over k. Then cd(D) = 0 if
and only if Gal(D/k) is supersolvable.
More results on the chain difference of finite groups and finite simple groups in particular
can be found in [5]. In particular, by Theorem 12 of [5], if G is a finite group, and R(G)
is the solvable radical of G, then |G/R(G)| ≤ 10 cd(G). Thus finite groups with bounded
chain difference are solvable-by-bounded. We obtain some ring-theoretic analogues of this
phenomenon.
Any associative algebra A is naturally a Lie algebra under the Lie bracket [a, b] = ab− ba
for a, b ∈ A. There exists a unique maximal Lie-solvable ideal of A, that we call the
solvable radical R(A) of A. Clearly R(A) ⊇ J(A). For k algebraically closed we have
R(A)/J(A) ∼= kl for some l ≥ 0 and A/R(A) ∼=
∏m
i=1Mni(k) where m ≥ 0 and ni ≥ 2.
Theorem 1.11. Let A be an algebra. Then dimA/R(A) ≤ 9 cd(A) unless A/R(A) ∼=
M2(k) and there does not exist a quadratic field extension of k.
Note that the converse of Theorem 1.11 does not always hold. For example, let k be
algebraically closed and let A be the subalgebra of M3(k) consisting of all matrices with
no non-zero entry in the bottom row. Then A/R(A) ∼= M2(k) and cd(A) = 1. So indeed
dimA/R(A) ≤ 9 cd(A).
It is natural to ask whether dimA is bounded above in terms of l(A), or even in terms of
λ(A). It turns out that the answers to these questions are negative in general, but positive
over certain fields.
Theorem 1.12. (i) Let k = Q. Then for every positive integer N there exists a k-algebra
A satisfying l(A) = 2 and dimA > N .
(ii) Let k be a field such that [k : k] < ∞. Then there exists a function f : N → N
such that, for every k-algebra A, dimA ≤ f(λ(A)). In particular, this holds when k is
algebraically closed, or R, or the real algebraic numbers.
2. Preliminaries
Let k be any field.
Let A be a simple algebra (over k). By Wedderburn’s Theorem, we can write A =Mn(D)
for some positive integer n and division algebra D.
Some remarks on notation. Let α = (α1, ..., αr) be a partition of n (i.e. n =
∑r
i=1 αi
where αi are positive integers) and suppose r ≥ 2. Let Pα(D) (resp. Lα(D)) be the
subalgebra of A that consists of all block upper triangular (resp. block diagonal) matrices
with r blocks on the diagonal such that the i’th block has size αi. Observe that J
(
Pα(D)
)
is the subalgebra of A that consists of all block strictly upper triangular matrices with r
blocks on the diagonal such that the i’th block has size αi. So we can decompose Pα(D) =
Lα(D) ⊕ J
(
Pα(D)
)
as a direct sum of vector spaces. Any parabolic subalgebra of A is
conjugate to Pα(D) for some α. If r = n then Pα(D) = Tn(D) and J
(
Pα(D)
)
= Un(D).
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If r = 2 then the chain A > Pα(D) > Lα(D) is unrefinable. We will usually denote this
chain by A > Pα(D) >
∏r
i=1Mαi(D). All subalgebras of Pα(D) that are isomorphic to∏r
i=1Mαi(D) are conjugate to Lα(D), and so there is no ambiguity with this notation.
We say that A is central if Z(A) ∼= k. For any subalgebra B of A, let CA(B) denote the
centraliser of B in A.
Theorem 1 (p.53 of [1]). Let A be a central simple algebra. Let B be a simple subalgebra of
A that contains the identity of A. Then CA(B) is a simple subalgebra of A, CA
(
CA(B)
)
=
B and [A : k] = [B : k] · [CA(B) : k].
Corollary 2. Let A be a central simple algebra, where A =Mn(D). Let F ⊆ A be a field
extension of k. Then CA(F ) ∼= Mt(∆) for some division algebra ∆ and positive integer t
such that Z(∆) ∼= F and n2/t2 = [F : k]2[∆ : F ]
/
[D : k]. Moreover, CA(F ) = F if and
only if F is a maximal commutative subalgebra of A if and only if [F : k] = n
√
[D : k].
Proof. By Theorem 1, CA(F ) is a simple subalgebra of A that satisfies F = CA
(
CA(F )
)
=
Z
(
CA(F )
)
. So CA(F ) ∼= Mt(∆) for some positive integer t and division algebra ∆ by
Wedderburn’s Theorem. Then
n2[D : k] = [F : k] · t2[∆ : k]
again by Theorem 1. The final statement follows immediately from Theorem 1. 
A subfield of a simple algebra is called strictly maximal if it is self-centralising.
Our main tool is the following result by Iovanov and Sistko which classifies maximal
subalgebras of a simple algebra into three families.
Theorem 3 (Lemma 3.6 of [10]). Let A be a simple algebra, where A = Mn(D). A
subalgebra B of A is maximal if and only if it is of the following forms:
(S1): B is a maximal parabolic subalgebra of A
or B is a simple subalgebra of A (say B ∼= Mt(∆) for some division algebra ∆, L :=
Z(A) ∼= Z(D) and F := Z(B) ∼= Z(∆)) such that dimB divides dimA and either
(S2): F ⊃ L is a minimal field extension and B = CA(F ), or
(S3): L ⊃ F is a minimal field extension, t divides n and Mn/t(D) ∼= L⊗F ∆.
If k is algebraically closed then it follows from Theorem 3 that there are no non-trivial
proper irreducible subalgebras of Mn(k). This is a well-known theorem of Burnside’s.
Corollary 4. Let A be a simple algebra and let B be a maximal subalgebra of A. If B
is of type (S2) (resp. (S3)) then dimA = m dimB where m = [Z(B) : Z(A)] (resp.
m = [Z(A) : Z(B)]).
Proof. Denote A =Mn(D), B =Mt(∆), L := Z(A) and F := Z(B).
If B is of type (S2) then
[A : k] = [A : L][L : k] = [F : L][CA(F ) : L][L : k] = [F : L][B : k]
by Theorems 1 and 3.
Now let B be of type (S3). Then Mn/t(D) ∼= L⊗F ∆ by Theorem 3 and so
[A : F ] = n2[D : F ] = [L : F ]t2[∆ : F ] = [L : F ][B : F ].
Hence [A : k] = [A : F ][F : k] = [L : F ][B : k]. 
We are grateful to Iovanov and Sistko for communicating to us the proof of the following
lemma.
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Lemma 5. Let A be a simple algebra, where A = Mn(D). Let B be a simple subalgebra
of A, where B =Mt(∆). Then t ≤ n.
Proof. For any algebra S, let N(S) denote the largest possible nilpotency index of any
nilpotent element in S. Let n ∈ A be nilpotent. As in the case for fields, we can choose a
basis for the left A-module Dn such that n is an upper triangular matrix. It follows that
N(A) = n. So we have t = N(B) ≤ N(A) = n. 
Henceforth (unless otherwise stated) let A be any algebra. By Wedderburn’s Theorem, we
can write A/J(A) =
∏m
i=1Mni(Di) for some positive integers m, n1, ..., nm and division
algebras D1,..., Dm. Let pi : A→ A/J(A) be the natural projection.
Theorem 6 (Theorems 2.5 and 3.10 of [10]). A subalgebra B of A is maximal if and only
if it is of the following forms:
(i): pi(B) = A/J(A), J(B) = B ∩ J(A) ( J(A), there exists an ideal I ⊂ B ∩ J(A) of A
such that J(A)/I is a simple B-bimodule and A/I = B/I ⊕ J(A)/I,
(ii): pi(B) is A/J(A)-conjugate to ∆2(ni,Di) ×
∏
l 6=i,j Mnl(Dl) for some 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m
where ni = nj, Di ∼= Dj and ∆
2(ni,Di) is the image of the diagonal embedding Mni(Di)→
Mni(Di)×Mnj (Dj), or
(iii): pi(B) is A/J(A)-conjugate to Bj ×
∏
j 6=iMnj (Dj) for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m where Bj is
a maximal subalgebra of Mnj (Dj) of type (S1), (S2) or (S3).
A maximal subalgebra B of A that satisfies pi(B) = A/J(A) is said to be of split type.
Otherwise, B is of semisimple type. By Lemma 2.3 of [10], B is of semisimple type if and
only if J(A) ⊆ B. By Corollary 3.12 of [10], maximal subalgebras of A of semisimple type
are in 1− 1 correspondence with maximal subalgebras of A/J(A).
Lemma 7. Every maximal subalgebra of A is an ideal if and only if A = k or A is
nilpotent.
Proof. Write A/J(A) =
∏
iMni(Di) where Di are division algebras. The assumption on A
is inherited by quotients, hence every maximal subalgebra of the simple algebras Mni(Di)
is an ideal, which must be 0. This easily implies ni = 1 and Di = k for all i. Thus
A/J(A) = kn for some n ≥ 0, and this quotient satisfies the assumption only if n = 0, 1,
namely A/J(A) is 0 or k. 
Lemma 8. Let I be an ideal of A. Then l(A) = l(I) + l(A/I).
Proof. Let Q := A/I and let ρ : A→ Q be the natural projection. Let I > I1 > ... > 0 be
an unrefinable chain of maximal length of I and let Q > Q1 > ... > 0 be an unrefinable
chain of maximal length of Q. Then A = ρ−1(Q) > ρ−1(Q1) > ... > I > I1 > ... > 0 is an
unrefinable chain of A of length l(I) + l(Q).
Conversely, let A = A0 > A1 > ... > At = 1 be an unrefinable chain of maximal length of
A. Let i ∈ {0, 1, ..., t−1}. It is not possible that bothAi+I = Ai+1+I and Ai∩I = Ai+1∩I.
So the derived chains I = A0 ∩ I > A1 ∩ I > ... > 0 and Q = (A0 + I)/I > (A1 + I)/I >
... > 0 have lengths l1 and l2 respectively with l1 + l2 ≥ t. 
Recall that the Frattini subalgebra F (A) of an algebra A is the intersection of all maximal
subalgebras of A. It is easy to see that, for a subalgebra B ≤ A, if B + F (A) = A then
B = A. We need the following result of Towers, see Theorem 6 of [18].
Lemma 9. Let A be a nilpotent algebra. Then F (A) = A2.
We can now obtain the following result.
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Lemma 10. Let A be a nilpotent algebra. Then l(A) = λ(A) = dimA.
Proof. It suffices to show that any maximal subalgebra of A has codimension 1. Let
B < A be a maximal subalgebra. Then, by Lemma 9 and the remark preceding it we have
B + A2 = B + F (A) < A. It follows by the maximality of B that B + A2 = B, namely
A2 ≤ B. Hence B is an ideal of A, and xy = 0 for all x, y ∈ A/B. Therefore every subspace
between B and A is a subalgebra. Since B is maximal we must have dimA/B = 1, as
required. 
Corollary 11 (additivity of length). l(A) = dim J(A) +
∑m
i=1 l
(
Mni(Di)
)
.
Proof. By Lemmas 8 and 10, l(A) = l
(
J(A)
)
+ l(A/J(A)) = dim J(A) + l(A/J(A)) since
J(A) is a nilpotent ideal of A. The result then follows from Lemma 8 since Mni(Di) is an
ideal of A/J(A) for each i. 
For any finite group G, let l(G) (resp. λ(G)) denote the maximal (resp. minimal) length
of an unrefinable chain of subgroups of G.
Lemma 12. Let D be a finite dimensional division algebra. Then l(D) ≤ Ω
(
[D : k]
)
+ 1.
If D is Galois over k, with associated Galois group Γ := Gal(D/k), then l(D) = l(Γ) + 1
and λ(D) = λ(Γ) + 1. If D is Galois over k and Γ is solvable then l(D) = Ω
(
[D : k]
)
+ 1.
Proof. We first note that, since dimD < ∞ as a k-algebra, every subalgebra L 6= 0 of D
is a division algebra. Indeed, any a ∈ L is algebraic over D, so if, in addition, a 6= 0, then
a−1 ∈ D can be expressed as a polynomial in a with coefficients in k, hence a−1 ∈ L.
Let
D = D0 > D1 > ... > Dt = k > Dt+1 = 0
be an unrefinable chain of D. Let i ≤ t be a positive integer. By Theorem 3, Di is a
maximal subalgebra of Di−1 of type (S2) or (S3) and so [Di : k] divides [Di−1 : k]. Then
t ≤ Ω
(
[D : k]
)
by induction on i.
Henceforth let D be Galois over k and let Γ := Gal(D/k). There is a 1−1 correspondence
between subgroups of Γ and subalgebras of D that contain k (the fundamental theorem
of Galois theory of division algebras, Theorem 8 of [19]). That is, D = D0 > D1 >
... > Dt = k > Dt+1 = 0 gives rise to an unrefinable chain Γ = Γ0 > Γ1 > . . . >
Γt = 1 in G, where Γi = Gal(D/Dt−i) (i = 0, . . . , t). Conversely, any unrefinable chain
Γ = Γ′0 > Γ
′
1 > . . . > Γ
′
t = 1 in Γ gives rise to an unrefinable chain of subalgebras
D = D′0 > D
′
1 > . . . > D
′
t = k > D
′
t+1 = 1 where, for i = 0, . . . , t, D
′
i = D
Γ′t−i , the subfield
of common fixed points of Γ′t−i. Hence l(D) = l(Γ) + 1 and λ(D) = λ(Γ) + 1.
If Γ is solvable then l(Γ) = Ω(|Γ|) (this is true of all solvable groups). This proves the
final assertion since |Γ| = [D : k]. 
Lemma 13. Let A = Mn(D) be simple and contain a strictly maximal subfield. Then
λ(A) ≤ 2Ω(n) + Ω
(
[D : k]
)
+ 1.
Proof. Let F be a strictly maximal subfield of A. Then [F : Z(D)] = n
√
[D : Z(D)] by
Corollary 2. Let F > F1 > ... > Ft = 1 be an unrefinable chain of F such that Fj = Z(D)
for some j < t. The chain
A = CA(Fj) > CA(Fj−1) > ... > CA(F ) = F > F1 > ... > 0
is unrefinable by Theorem 3 and has length at most
2Ω
(
[F : Z(D)]
)
+Ω
(
[Z(D) : k]
)
+ 1 = 2Ω(n) + Ω
(
[D : k]
)
+ 1
by Lemma 12. 
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Lemma 14. Let I be a non-trivial ideal of A. Then λ(A) ≥ λ(A/I) + 1.
Proof. Let ρ : A → A/I be the natural projection. We first observe that λ(A) ≥ λ(A/I)
by taking the preimage under ρ of any unrefinable chain of A/I. Let
A = A0 > A1 > ... > At = 1 (1)
be an unrefinable chain of A of minimal length t. Let Mi := (Ai + I)/I for each i ∈
{0, 1, ..., t}.
Assume (for a contradiction) that λ(A) = λ(A/I). Then Mi ) Mi+1 for each i. So
Ai+ I ) Ai+1 + I for each i. Let j be maximal such that I ⊆ Aj . Then Aj ) Aj+1+ I )
Aj+1, contradicting the unrefinability of (1). So λ(A) ≥ λ(A/I) + 1. 
Corollary 15. Let A be an algebra, where A/J(A) =
∏m
i=1Mni(Di). Then λ(A) ≥
max
i=1,...,m
{
λ
(
Mni(Di)
)}
+m− δ, where δ = 1 if A is semisimple and 0 otherwise.
Proof. We first consider the case where A is not semisimple. Then J(A) is a non-trivial
ideal of A. So λ(A) ≥ λ
(
A/J(A)
)
+ 1 by Lemma 14.
Henceforth assume that A is semisimple. We show that
λ(A) ≥ max
i=1,...,m
{
λ
(
Mni(Di)
)}
+m− 1
by induction onm. Ifm = 1 then we are done. So letm > 1. Let i0 satisfy λ
(
Mni0 (Di0)
)
≥
λ
(
Mni(Di)
)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Take any j 6= i0 and note that Mnj (Dj) is an ideal of A.
Then
λ(A) ≥ λ
(
A
/
Mnj(Dj)
)
+ 1 ≥ max
i=1,...,m
{
λ
(
Mni(Di)
)}
+m− 1
by Lemma 14 and the inductive hypothesis. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Since λ(A) ≤ l(A) ≤ dimA, it suffices to show that λ(A) <∞ implies dimA <∞. Let
A = A0 > A1 > . . . > At = 0
be an unrefinable chain of length t = λ(A). We prove by induction on i (0 ≤ i ≤ t) that
dimAt−i <∞, the case i = 0 being obvious. Suppose now that dimAt−i <∞. Then At−i
is a finite dimensional maximal subalgebra of At−(i+1).
The main result of [12] shows that an associative algebra with a finite dimensional max-
imal subalgebra is finite dimensional. It follows that dimAt−(i+1) < ∞, completing the
inductive step. For i = t we obtain dimA = dimA0 < ∞, completing the proof. We are
grateful to Agata Smoktunowicz for providing the above reference.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2
It suffices to consider the case where A is simple by Corollary 11. So let A = Mn(D) for
some positive integer n and division algebra D.
Denote ΞA := n− 1+n(n− 1)[D : k]/2+nl(D). We will show that l
(
Mn(D)
)
= ΞA. The
case n = 1 is easy. So we assume that n > 1.
Lemma 16. l(A) ≥ ΞA.
Proof. Recall that Tn(D) (resp. Un(D)) denotes the subalgebra of A consisting of all
upper (resp. strictly upper) triangular matrices. Observe that J
(
Tn(D)
)
= Un(D) and
Tn(D)/Un(D) ∼= D
n. So l
(
Tn(D)
)
= dimUn(D) + nl(D) = n(n − 1)[D : k]/2 + nl(D) by
Corollary 11.
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The chain of parabolic subalgebras
A > Pn−1,1(D) > Pn−2,1,1(D) > ... > P1,1,...,1(D) = Tn(D)
is unrefinable of length n− 1. Hence l(A) ≥ ΞA. 
It remains to show that l(A) ≤ ΞA. We prove this using induction on l(A). Let M be a
maximal subalgebra of A. By Theorem 3, M is of type (S1), (S2) or (S3). We show that
l(M) < ΞA for each of these possibilities.
Type (S1):
Let M be a maximal parabolic subalgebra of A. That is, M is conjugate to Pr,n−r(D) for
some positive integer r < n. Observe that dimJ(M) = r(n− r)[D : k] and so
l(M) = dim J(M) + l
(
Mr(D)
)
+ l
(
Mn−r(D)
)
= r(n− r)[D : k] + n− 2 + (n2 + 2r2 − 2rn− n)[D : k]/2 + nl(D)
= ΞA − 1
by Corollary 11 and the inductive hypothesis.
Type (S2) or (S3):
Let M be of type (S2) or (S3). In particular, M is simple and dimM divides dimA. We
write M ∼= Mt(∆) for some integer t and division algebra ∆. Then dimA = n
2[D : k] =
mt2[∆ : k] = m dimM for some integer m ≥ 2. Observe that t ≤ n by Lemma 5.
We consider several possibilities for the parameters involved. If t = 1 then
l(M) = l(∆) ≤ Ω([∆ : k]) + 1 ≤ Ω(n2[D : k]/2) + 1 ≤ n+ [D : k] < ΞA
by Lemma 12 and since we assumed that n 6= 1.
In this paragraph we assume that n > 2. If t = 2 then
l(M) = 1+[∆ : k]+2l(∆) ≤ 3+[∆ : k]+2Ω([∆ : k]) ≤ 3+2[∆ : k] ≤ 3+n2[D : k]/4 < ΞA
by the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 12. If t = 3, 4 or 5 then
l(M) = t− 1 + t(t− 1)[∆ : k]/2 + tl(∆)
≤ t− 1 + t(t+ 1)[∆ : k]/2
≤ t− 1 + t(t+ 1)n2[D : k]/(4t2)
< 4 + n2[D : k]/3
≤ ΞA
by the inductive hypothesis. If t > 5 then
l(M) = t− 1 + t(t− 1)[∆ : k]/2 + tl(∆)
≤ t
(
Ω([∆ : k]) + 2
)
+ t(t− 1)[∆ : k]/2 − 1
≤ 3t[∆ : k]/2 + t(t− 1)[∆ : k]/2 − 1
= t(t+ 2)[∆ : k]/2 − 1
≤ 2t2[∆ : k]/3− 1
≤ n2[D : k]/3 − 1
< ΞA
by the inductive hypothesis, Lemma 12 and since [∆ : k] 6= 1.
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It remains to consider the case where n = 2 and t = 2 (since t ≤ n). We have
l(M) = 1 + [∆ : k] + 2l(∆) ≤ 3 + [∆ : k] + 2Ω([∆ : k]) ≤ 3 + 2[∆ : k] ≤ 3 + [D : k] < ΞA
by the inductive hypothesis, Lemma 12 and since D 6= k (as otherwise [∆ : k] = 1/m, a
contradiction).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
5. Proof of Corollary 1.4
Write A/J(A) =
∏m
i=1Mni(Di). By definition, B is conjugate to the subalgebra
∏m
i=1 Tni(Di)
of A/J(A). So J(B) ∼=
∏m
i=1 Uni(Di) and B/J(B)
∼=
∏m
i=1(Di)
ni . Then
l(B) = dimJ(B) +
m∑
i=1
nil(Di) =
m∑
i=1
ni(ni − 1)[Di : k]/2 + nil(Di)
by Theorem 1.2 and so l(A) = dim J(A) + l(B) + r.
If A is split then l(B) =
∑m
i=1 ni(ni + 1)/2 = dimB.
6. Proof of Corollary 1.5
Let A =Mn(D) for some division algebra D that is Galois over k. Observe that
l(A)− (dimA)/2 = n
(
1 + l(D)− [D : k]/2
)
− 1
by Theorem 1.2.
Let [D : k] ≤ 6 or [D : k] = 8 (except for the case where [D : k] = 5 and n = 1).
Then Gal(D/k) is solvable (as all finite groups of order less than 60 are solvable). Hence
l(D) = Ω
(
[D : k]
)
+ 1 by Lemma 12. Then we have
l(A)− (dimA)/2 = n
(
2 + Ω([D : k])− [D : k]/2
)
− 1 ≥ 0.
We now prove the converse. If [D : k] ≥ 9 or [D : k] = 7 then
1 + l(D)− [D : k]/2 ≤ 2 + Ω([D : k])− [D : k]/2 < 0
using Lemma 12 and so l(A) − (dimA)/2 < 0. Finally, if [D : k] = 5 and n = 1 then
l(A)− (dimA)/2 = −1/2 < 0.
7. Proof of Theorem 1.6
Let A = Mn(D). Let D = D0 > D1 > ... > k > 1 be an unrefinable chain of minimal
length of division algebras. The chain
A > Mn(D1) > ... > Mn(k)
is unrefinable of length λ(D)− 1. So λ(A) ≤ λ(D)− 1 + λ
(
Mn(k)
)
.
Let a be the unique integer satisfying 2a ≤ n < 2a+1. Note that a ≤ log2 n. We show that
λ
(
Mn(k)
)
≤ 6a+ 1 by induction.
If a = 0 then n = 1 and λ
(
Mn(k)
)
= 1. If n is even then the chain
Mn(k) > Pn/2,n/2(k) >
(
Mn/2(k)
)2
> Mn/2(k)
is unrefinable of length 3. If n is odd then the chainMn(k) > Pn−1,1(k) > Mn−1(k)×k > ...
... Mn−1(k) > P(n−1)/2,(n−1)/2(k) >
(
M(n−1)/2(k)
)2
> M(n−1)/2(k)
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is unrefinable of length 6. Observe that 2a−1 ≤ ⌊n/2⌋ < 2a. So λ
(
M⌊n/2⌋(k)
)
≤ 6(a−1)+1
by the inductive hypothesis. Hence λ
(
Mn(k)
)
≤ 6 + λ
(
M⌊n/2⌋(k)
)
≤ 6a+ 1.
In summary, we have λ(A) ≤ λ(D)− 1 + 6a+ 1 ≤ λ(D) + 6 log2 n.
Now we assume that k is algebraically closed. So D = k. We show that λ(A) ≥ 3 log2 n+1
by induction on λ(A). If λ(A) = 1 then n = 1 and we are done.
Let B be a maximal subalgebra of A. By Theorem 3, B is conjugate to Pr,n−r(k) for some
integer r satisfying n/2 ≤ r < n. Rearranging, we have log2 r ≥ log2 n− 1. Then
λ(B) ≥ 2 + λ
(
Mr(k)
)
≥ 2 + 3 log2 r + 1 ≥ 3 log2 n
by Corollary 15 and the inductive hypothesis. This proves the second assertion of the
theorem.
Finally, we assume that [k : k] = 2. We show that λ(A) ≥ log2(dimA) + 1 by induction
on λ(A). If λ(A) = 1 then A ∼= k and certainly this inequality holds.
Let B be a maximal subalgebra of A. By Theorem 3, B is of type (S1), (S2) or (S3). We
show that λ(B) ≥ log2(dimA) for each of these three possibilities.
Let B be of type (S1). That is, B is conjugate to Pr,n−r(D) for some integer r satisfying
n/2 ≤ r < n. Note that B/J(B) ∼=Mr(D)×Mn−r(D). Then
λ(B) ≥ λ
(
Mr(D)
)
+ 2
≥ log2
(
dimMr(D)
)
+ 3
≥ log2
(
n2[D : k]/4
)
+ 3
= log2(dimA) + 1
by Corollary 15 and the inductive hypothesis.
Let B be of type (S2) or (S3). Then dimA = 2dimB by Corollary 4. So we have
λ(B) ≥ log2(dimA/2) + 1 = log2(dimA)
by the inductive hypothesis. This proves the theorem.
8. Proof of Corollary 1.7
Let A =Mn(D). Observe that
cd(A) ≥ n2/2 + 3n/2− 2− 6 log2 n ≥ n
2/2− 9
using Theorems 1.2 and 1.6. Rearranging, we have n ≤
√
2 cd(A) + 18.
9. Proof of Theorem 1.8
Let k be a field such that, for every r ∈ N, there exists a field extension of degree r over
k. Let A = Mn(D). Let D = D0 > D1 > ... > k > 0 be an unrefinable chain of minimal
length of division algebras. The chain
A > Mn(D1) > ... > Mn(k)
is unrefinable of length λ(D) − 1. So λ(A) ≤ λ(D) − 1 + λ
(
Mn(k)
)
. It remains to show
that λ
(
Mn(k)
)
≤ min{2Ω(n) + 1, 16}. Henceforth let D = k. That is, A =Mn(k).
Let L be a field extension of k of degree n. Consider the image of L in A under the left
regular representation. Then L is a strictly maximal subfield of A by Corollary 2. So
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λ(A) ≤ 2Ω(n) + 1 by Lemma 13. In particular, if n is prime then λ(A) ≤ 3 (we use this
fact later). Note that 2Ω(n) + 1 ≤ 16 if n ≤ 6.
Now assume that n is odd and ≥ 7. Using Helfgotts solution to the ternary Goldbach
conjecture [8], we can write n = p1 + p2 + p3 for some primes p1, p2 and p3. The chain
A > Pp1+p2,p3(k) > Mp1+p2(k)×Mp3(k) > Pp1,p2(k) ×Mp3(k) >
3∏
i=1
Mpi(k)
is unrefinable of length 4 and so λ(A) ≤ 4 +
∑3
i=1 λ
(
Mpi(k)
)
= 13 since each pi is prime.
If n is even and ≥ 8 then the chain
A > Pn−1,1(k) > Mn−1(k)× k > Mn−1(k)
is unrefinable of length 3 and so λ(A) ≤ 3 + λ
(
Mpi(k)
)
≤ 16.
10. Proof of Theorem 1.9
Let A be an algebra. We first characterise when l(A) = dimA. That is, we prove part (i)
of Theorem 1.9 in the following lemma.
Lemma 17. l(A) = dimA if and only if A/J(A) is a direct product of copies of k, M2(k)
and quadratic field extensions of k.
Proof. Let A/J(A) = ka × M2(k)
b ×
∏m
i=1 ki for non-negative integers a, b and m and
quadratic field extensions ki of k. Then l(A) = dim J(A) + a+ bl
(
M2(k)
)
+
∑m
i=1 l(ki) by
Corollary 11. Observe that the chain
M2(k) > T2(k) > k
2 > k > 0
is unrefinable and so l
(
M2(k)
)
≥ 4. Similarly, for each i, the chain ki > k > 0 is unrefinable
and so l(ki) ≥ 2. Since the dimension of an algebra is an upper bound for its length, we
have l
(
M2(k)
)
= 4 and l(ki) = 2 for each i. So l(A) = dimJ(A) + a+ 4b+ 2m = dimA.
Conversely, assume that l(A) = dimA. Let S ∼= Mr(D) be a simple factor of A/J(A),
where r is a positive integer and D is a division algebra. Then l(S) = dim(S) by Corollary
11.
If r = 1 then [D : k] = l(D) ≤ Ω([D : k]) + 1 by Lemma 12 and so [D : k] = 1 or 2.
If [D : k] = 2 then D must be a field since the Z(D)-dimension of D is the square of
an integer. Henceforth assume that r > 1. Since l(S) = dim(S), there exists a maximal
subalgebra M of S of codimension 1. By Theorem 3, M is of type (S1), (S2) or (S3).
If M is of type (S2) or (S3) then dimM divides dimS, a contradiction. If M is of
type (S1) then M is conjugate to Pα,n−α(D) for some positive integer α < n. Then
dimM = dimS − α(n − α)
[
D : k] and so n = 2, α = 1 and [D : k] = 1. 
We next consider what happens when cd(A) = 0.
Lemma 18. Let A be a simple algebra that is not a division algebra. Then cd(A) = 0 if
and only if A =M2(k) and there does not exist a quadratic field extension of k.
Proof. Let A = Mn(D) for some integer n > 1 and division algebra D. Let cd(A) = 0.
Assume (for a contradiction) that n ≥ 3. Any unrefinable chain of form
A > ... > M3(k) > P2,1(k) > M2(k)× k > M2(k) > T2(k) > k
2 > k > 0
has length at most l(A)− l
(
M3(k)
)
+ 7 = l(A)− 1 (using Theorem 1.2). This contradicts
cd(A) = 0. So n = 2.
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Recall that J
(
T2(D)
)
= U2(D), which has dimension [D : k], and that T2(D)/U2(D) ∼= D
2.
So l(A) − 1 ≥ l
(
T2(D)
)
= 2l(D) + [D : k] by Corollary 11. Let D > D1 > ... > k > 0 be
an unrefinable chain of minimal length. Then the chain
A > T2(D) > D
2 > D > D1 > ...... > k > 0
is unrefinable of length λ(D) + 3. Hence D = k since cd(A) = 0. That is, A =M2(k).
Observe that l(A) = 4 by Lemma 17. Let F be a quadratic field extension of k. Then F
embeds in M2(k) via the left regular representation. So the chain
M2(k) > F > k > 0
is unrefinable of length 3, which contradicts λ(A) = l(A).
Conversely, let A =M2(k) and assume that there does not exist a quadratic field extension
of k. Once again, l(A) = 4 by Lemma 17. Let M be a maximal subalgebra of A. Assume
(for a contradiction) that λ(M) < 3. If M is parabolic then λ(M) ≥ 3 by Corollary 15,
a contradiction. Hence, by Theorem 3, M = CA(F ) for some subfield F of A. Since
dimA = 4, we must have [F : k] = 2, a contradiction. 
Recall that an algebra A satisfies condition (∗) if A/J(A) ∼= M2(k)
δ ×
∏m
i=1Di for non-
negative integers δ,m and division algebras Di such that
• cd(Di) = 0 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
• either δ = 1 and there does not exist a quadratic field extension of k or δ = 0, and
• any division subalgebra of A/J(A) either embeds in Di for precisely one i or is
isomorphic to k.
Lemma 19. Let A be an algebra such that cd(A) = 0. Then A satisfies condition (∗).
Proof. Observe that cd
(
A/J(A)
)
= 0 since cd(A) = 0. Write A/J(A) =
∏m
i=1 Si by
Wedderburn’s Theorem, where each Si is a simple factor of A/J(A). Observe that
λ
(
A/J(A)
)
≤
m∑
i=1
λ(Si) ≤
m∑
i=1
l(Si) = l
(
A/J(A)
)
by Corollary 11 and so cd(Si) = 0 for each i. By Lemma 18, for each i, either Si is a
division algebra or Si = M2(k). So let us write A/J(A) = M2(k)
δ ×
∏m
i=1Di for non-
negative integers m, δ and division algebras Di of k.
Assume (for a contradiction) that δ > 1. Any unrefinable chain of form
A/J(A) > ... > M2(k)
2 > M2(k) > T2(k) > k
2 > k > 0
has length at most l
(
A/J(A)
)
− l
(
M2(k)
2
)
+ 5 < l
(
A/J(A)
)
(using Lemma 17). This
contradicts cd
(
A/J(A)
)
= 0. So δ = 0 or 1. If δ = 1 then there does not exist a quadratic
field extension of k by Lemma 18.
Let E be a division subalgebra of A/J(A) with [E : k] > 1. Since E is simple it must embed
in some simple factor of A/J(A). If [E : k] = 2 then E is a quadratic field extension of k.
So if δ = 1 then [E : k] > 2 and E cannot embed in M2(k). Assume (for a contradiction)
that E embeds in both Di and Dj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m. Any unrefinable chain of form
Di ×Dj > ... > E
2 > E > ... > k > 0
has length at most l(Di ×Dj)− l(E) + 1 (using Corollary 11). Since cd(Di×Dj) = 0, we
have l(E) = 1 and so E ∼= k, a contradiction. We have shown that E embeds in Di for
precisely one i. 
We now prove a partial converse to Lemma 20.
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Lemma 20. Let A be a semisimple algebra that satisfies condition (∗). Then cd(A) = 0.
Proof. We write A = M2(k)
δ ×
∏m
i=1Di where δ = 0 or 1. We have λ(A) ≤ l(A) =
4δ+
∑m
i=1 l(Di) by Corollary 11 and Lemma 17. We will show that λ(A) ≥ 4δ+
∑m
i=1 l(Di)
by induction on λ(A).
Let M be a maximal subalgebra of A. We first consider the case where M is conjugate
to M2(k)
δ × Ej ×
∏
i 6=j Di for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m where Ej is a maximal subalgebra of Dj .
Observe thatM is semisimple and satisfies condition (∗) and so λ(M) ≥ 4δ+
∑m
i=1 l(Di)−1
by the inductive hypothesis.
Since A satisfies condition (∗), no two simple factors of A are isomorphic unless they are
both isomorphic to k. Hence, by Theorem 6, the only other possibility for M is when
δ = 1 and M is conjugate to M0 ×
∏m
i=1Di for some maximal subalgebra M0 of M2(k).
By Theorem 3, since there are no quadratic field extensions of k, M0 is conjugate to
T2(k) in M2(k). Let M1 := k
2 ×
∏m
i=1Di. Observe that M1 satisfies condition (∗) and
M/J(M) ∼= M1. Hence λ(M) ≥ λ(M1) + 1 ≥
∑m
i=1 l(Di) + 3 by Lemma 14 and the
inductive hypothesis.
We have shown that l(M) ≥ 4δ +
∑m
i=1 l(Di)− 1. So λ(A) = l(A). 
A quiver is a directed graph that allows loops and multiple arrows between two vertices.
Associated to a quiver Q is a path algebra kQ that is generated by the set of all paths in Q
with relations consistent with concatenation of paths. The ideal kQ+ of kQ is generated
by all paths of length at least 1. An admissible ideal of kQ is a two-sided ideal I of kQ
that satisfies (kQ+)
l ⊆ I ⊆ (kQ+)
2 for some integer l ≥ 2.
We complete the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 1.9 in the following lemma. Recall that A
is basic split if A/J(A) ∼= kb for some b ≥ 0 (this includes nilpotent algebras).
Lemma 21. Let A be a finite dimensional basic split algebra. Then l(A) = λ(A) = dimA.
Proof. The case where A is nilpotent is covered by Lemma 10. So assume that A is not
nilpotent. It follows from Wedderburn’s Theorem that a non-nilpotent algebra A is basic
split if and only if all simple modules of A are of dimension 1. Hence A is isomorphic
to the quotient of the path algebra of a quiver by an admissible ideal (see §4.1 of [2] or
§4.1 of [10]). Then we can apply Proposition 4.2 of [10] which tells us that every maximal
subalgebra of A has codimension 1. We are done as all subalgebras of a basic split algebra
are also basic split. 
11. Proof of Theorem 1.11
We first consider the case where A = Mn(D) for some integer n > 1 and division algebra
D.
Let n0 := n and define ni iteratively by ni := ⌊ni−1/2⌋. Let t be minimal such that nt = 1.
In the proof of Theorem 1.6 we constructed an unrefinable chain
A > ... > Mn(k) > ... > Mn1(k) > ... > Mn2(k) > ... > Mnt(k) > 0 (2)
where the subchain between A and Mn(k) has length λ(D)−1 and, for each 0 ≤ i < t, the
subchain between Mni(k) and Mni+1(k) has length 3 (resp. 6) if ni is even (resp. odd).
Let l1 denote the length of the chain (2). So λ(A) ≤ l1. Observe that l1 − λ(D) depends
only upon n. So define f : N → N by f(n) := l1 − λ(D). It is not hard to see that
f(n) ≤ 2n for all n.
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If n ≥ 3 then
dimA = n2[D : k]
≤ 9
(
n(n− 1)[D : k]/2 − 2
)
≤ 9
(
n(n− 1)[D : k]/2 − 2 + 2n − f(n)
)
≤ 9
(
l(A)− λ(D)− f(n)
)
≤ 9 cd(A)
using Theorem 1.2.
If n = 2 and D 6∼= k then
dimA = 4[D : k] ≤ 9
(
l(A)− λ(D)− 3
)
≤ 9 cd(A)
using Theorem 1.2 and since l(D) ≥ 2. Note that f(2) = 3.
We have thus far shown that dimA ≤ 9 cd(A) for all simple algebras A = Mn(D) with
n > 1 except for M2(k).
We now consider the general case. That is, let A be any algebra. Write A/R(A) =
∏m
i=1Ai
where each Ai is a simple subalgebra of A (and is not a division algebra).
Since the length function is additive, and the depth function is sub-additive, we see that
the chain difference is super-additive, namely, for an ideal I ⊆ A we have
cd(A) ≥ cd(I) + cd(A/I).
Then cd(A) ≥ cd
(
A/R(A)
)
≥
∑m
i=1 cd(Ai) by super-additivity. If Ai 6
∼= M2(k) for each i
then we are done. So, without loss of generality, let j ∈ {1, ...,m} be such that Ai ∼=M2(k)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j and Ai 6∼=M2(k) for all j < i ≤ m.
Assume that j > 1. The chain
j∏
i=1
Ai >
j−1∏
i=1
Ai > ... > A1
is unrefinable of length j − 1 and so λ
(∏j
i=1Ai
)
≤ j − 1 + dimM2(k) = j + 3. Note that
l
(∏j
i=1Ai
)
= 4j by Theorem 1.2. So dim
∏j
i=1Ai = 4j ≤ 9 cd
(∏j
i=1Ai
)
since j > 1.
Then dimA/R(A) ≤ 9 cd(A) by super-additivity.
We next assume that j = 1 and m > 1. Write A2 = Mn(D) and consider the unrefinable
chain (2) ofA2. We already showed that dimA2 ≤ 9
(
l(A2)−λ(D)−f(n)
)
. By construction,
the chain (2) of A2 passes through M2(k). Observe that the chain
M2(k)
2 > M2(k) > T2(k) > k
2 > k > 0
is unrefinable of length 5 and hence λ(A1×A2) ≤ λ(D)+f(n)+1. Note that l(A1×A2) =
4 + l(A2) by Theorem 1.2. It follows that
dim(A1 ×A2) = 4 + dimA2 ≤ 4 + 9
(
l(A2)− λ(D)− f(n)
)
≤ 9 cd(A1 ×A2).
Then dimA/R(A) ≤ 9 cd(A) by super-additivity.
At this stage we have shown that dimA/R(A) ≤ 9 cd(A) unless A/R(A) ∼=M2(k).
Finally, we assume that A/R(A) ∼= M2(k) and there exists a quadratic field extension
of k. Then A does not satisfy condition (∗) and so cd(A) ≥ 1 by Theorem 1.9(ii). So
dimA/R(A) = 4 ≤ 9 cd(A). This completes the proof.
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12. Proof of Theorem 1.12
First note that, for various fields k (including all number fields and all finite fields),
Theorem 1.8 immediately shows that, for k-algebras A, dimA is not bounded above in
terms of λ(A). We now prove the stronger result, that dimA is not bounded above in
terms of l(A), as stated in part (i) of Theorem 1.12.
Let k = Q. For each prime p there exists a Galois extension F (p) of k with Gal(F (p)/k) =
Cp, the cyclic group of order p. Set A = F (p).
By Lemma 12 we have l(A) = l(Cp) + 1 = 2 for all p. On the other hand dimA =
|Gal(F (p)/k)| = |Cp| = p, which tends to infinity as p → ∞. Part (i) of Theorem 1.12
follows.
Let us now prove part (ii) of the theorem. Let k be a field such that [k : k] <∞.
Let A be an algebra. Write A/J(A) =
∏m
i=1Mni(Di). Without loss of generality we may
assume that dimMn1(D1) ≥ dimMni(Di) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. By Corollary 15 we have
λ(A) ≥ λ
(
Mni(Di)
)
+m− 1
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Since [k : k] < ∞, by Corollary VIII.9.2 of [11], either k = k or [k : k] = 2 and k has
characteristic 0.
Suppose first that k = k, namely k is algebraically closed. Then Di = k for each i. By
Theorem 1.6 it follows that
λ(A) ≥ 3 log2 n1 +m.
This yields
2λ(A) ≥ n31 · 2
m.
Hence n1 ≤ 2
λ(A)/3−m/3 and
dimA/J(A) =
m∑
i=1
n2i ≤ m · n
2
1 ≤ m2
−2m/3 · 22λ(A)/3.
Note that m2−2m/3 ≤ 1 for all m, hence
dimA/J(A) ≤ 22λ(A)/3.
Next suppose that [k : k] = 2. By Theorem 1.6 we have
λ(A) ≥ log2
(
dimMn1(D1)
)
+m.
Rearranging, this yields
dimMn1(D1) ≤ 2
λ(A)−m.
Hence
dimA/J(A) =
m∑
i=1
dimMni(Di) ≤ m dimMn1(D1) ≤ m2
−m · 2λ(A)
Note that m2−m ≤ 1 for all m. Hence
dimA/J(A) ≤ 2λ(A).
This completes the proof when J(A) = 0.
Let g : N → N be defined by g(x) := 2x. We have thus far shown that dimA/J(A) ≤
g(λ(A)) (for any field k such that [k : k] <∞). Let f(x) := 2g(x)2 for all x ∈ N. We will
show that dimA ≤ f(λ(A)) by induction on λ(A).
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If λ(A) = 1 then A ∼= k and certainly dimA ≤ f(λ(A)). Let B be a maximal subalgebra
of A such that λ(B) = λ(A)− 1. If B is of semisimple type then J(A) ⊆ B and so
dimA ≤ dimB + dimA/J(A) ≤ f(λ(B)) + g(λ(A)) ≤ f(λ(A))
by the inductive hypothesis. It remains to consider the case where B is of split type. We
will need the following lemma.
Lemma 22. Let S be a semisimple algebra and let M be a simple S-bimodule. Then
dimM ≤ (dimS)2.
Proof. Let Sop denote the opposite algebra of S. By Proposition 10.1 of [13], there is
an equivalence between the category of S-bimodules and the category of left S ⊗k S
op-
modules. Precisely, M has the structure of a simple left S ⊗k S
op-module that satisfies
(s⊗ s′)m = (sm)s′ = s(ms′) for s, s′ ∈ S and m ∈M .
Observe that S ⊗k S
op is a semisimple algebra and so S ⊗k S
op ∼=
∏t
i=1Mri(∆i) for some
division algebras ∆i by Wedderburn’s Theorem. It is well known (see Proposition 2.3 of
[13] or Theorem VIII.2 of [1]) that any simple left module of
∏t
i=1Mri(∆i) is isomorphic
to (∆i)
ri for some i = 1, ..., t. Hence dimM ≤ dim
(
S ⊗k S
op
)
= (dimS)2. 
Observe that k is perfect since it is either algebraically closed or it has characteristic 0.
So A/J(A) is a separable algebra. Then there is a semisimple subalgebra A0 of A such
that A = A0 ⊕ J(A) (Wedderburn’s Principal Theorem). By Theorem 0.1 of [10], B is
conjugate to A0 ⊕ H for some maximal A0-subbimodule H of J(A). So J(A)/H is a
non-trivial simple A0-bimodule. Then we have
dimA = dimB + dim J(A)/H ≤ dimB + (dimA0)
2 ≤ f(λ(B)) + (g(λ(A)))2 ≤ f(λ(A))
by Lemma 22 and the inductive hypothesis.
This completes the proof of part (ii), with f : N→ N as a suitable function.
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